
- WHOLESALE INFORMATION - 

27 Positive Affirmation Cards To Nurture
 Children Of All Ages' Inner Light

 



Today, many children are growing up feeling
disconnected from the world & themselves...
As the world continues to change and transform, we can forget how
children are so deeply intuitive & sensitive to the emotions of others.
Childhood can be a time of vulnerability, and a child’s upbringing can
play a huge role in their mental health.  
Currently, about 1 in 7 children today experience a Mental Disorder.
The most common being ADHD, followed by anxiety, depression and
conduct disorder. 

Thankfully research shows mindfulness practices help reduce anxiety and
depression by teaching us how to better understand our own emotions,
intentions and beliefs with self-compassion in the present moment.   



Builds resilience and self-esteem 
Connects the child back to natures support 
Speaks directly to the level of consciousness the child is at 
The child grows knowing we hold everything inside us to create a life full of happiness 
Connects children to their emotions and lets them know all feelings are valid
Empowers children to have the best start in life
Introduces positive mindset
Helps with cognitive focus & relaxation 
Is consciously created using recycled paper and love 

That's why we created SunChild Affirmation Cards, to
help strengthen the belief system IN ALL CHILDREN so
they can grow knowing how powerful they are. 

The magic of SunChild....

Our ethos is developed from the belief that all children hold a natural light
inside, but we can lose this sense of 'self' as we grow. SunChild reminds
children that they are loved, fulfilled & whole just the way they are. 



Consciously created using hand-painted
watercolour illustrations & fonts to deeper plant
the affirmations that everyone holds inside. 

The SunChild deck is....

The deck includes 27 'I am' statements, written in a language that
meets the needs of children.

SunChild is a gift to children and a gift to parents. It's a tool that
can be used to open new parents up to raising children more
consciously, or the cards can be used as a conversation starter
with your child about our feelings, actions and words in the world.

"The cards allow my children to feel grateful for something rather than
fearful. If I had learnt that when I was 7 or 8 how different the world
would be."- Jackie Butler mum to Billy & Evie



Belle, Mother

"Ruby has struggled with anxiety & bursts of anger over the last few
years. I have been at my wit's end. These cards have really turned
her around & we have seen so much improvement in her behaviour 
in the last few weeks. It’s amazing. It took me so long to find the
cards I wanted for her but I was drawn to yours. 
Thanks so much for these beautiful cards” 

Debrah, Mother

"Libby was worried about a school trip today & picked out 'happy'
this morning, she took it with her in her school bag to remind her that
although she was nervous she also needed to be happy. Thank you
so much. She skipped into school & her teacher just sent a picture of
her very happy! What a lovely gift the cards gave her today."

Loving parents & kids 
thoughts...

Jett, Age 7

"SunChild is a great invention. some
people may think the words on the cards
are fake but I know the words are real” 



Charmaine Perry, Retail Buyer - Orchard St, Bondi

Sunchild Affirmation Cards have been a beautiful addition to
Orchard St stores. A beautiful gift for conscious kiddies, parents,
grandparents, aunties (the list goes on)  to share & nurture the spirits
of the children around them. Our customers love them, as do we!”

Brenda Hoffman, Owner - Made On Earth, Rose Bay

"It’s been such a joy to see how strongly the deck resonates with our
customers, they are the perfect gift for all. The time has never been
more right to have a tool to help teach our children how unique &
enough they are. How wonderful to have such a visually stunning &
magically worded deck to harness the light in every child. Huge
gratitude for creating a product so special, that is loved in our store.”

SunChild stockists 
thoughts...



I had the idea for SunChild while
learning to meditate in the Himalayas.
I thought to myself, where was this
knowledge growing up?!

Charlotte x

Having lost my mother when I was two years old, my childhood became a
dark place. I developed a negative belief system due to my difficult home
life. Thinking that the world was against me, I constantly sought love &
comfort outside of myself. This all changed the moment I learnt to meditate.
It became obvious that I could achieve anything, having natures full
support, & I deserved all the love in the world. I created SunChild so that
children can have the tools to believe this too, right from the start. 

I hope SunChild makes the world a little bit brighter.

the story behind SunChild....



"An inspiring & beautiful
gift to give your little ones the

best start in life."

"The most beautiful 
affirmation cards for kids!"



Interested In Stocking SunChild Magic...? 
Our wholesale price is $18 per deck AUD  

& RRP is $34.95
*minimum order 10 decks

5% of all sales will be donated to 'Feel The Magic' 
charity supporting children dealing with grief & bereavement



SunChild will help children to grow holistically and
positively to support their unique shine in this world.  
Contact:

Charlotte Ziff, Founder

info@sunchild.co

+61422749760

www.sunchild.co

@sunchild.co_

Feel free to email or call directly 


